Elopement pricing guide
+
FAQ

"I cannot express how perfect my pictures are.
We are crying."

My style.

Bold
Colorful
& full of emotions.
My style is very distinct- it is bold and a little moody but still full of color. I bring out the
natural beauty and colors of the Earth even more, rather than muting it. Most of all, it is
full of emotion. I want you to f e e l something when you look through the photos. Feel the
love, feel the joy, feel the intimacy. All the connection and chemistry between a couple.
An elopement is a very intentional and unique day- I want to capture those details and
the uniqueness of your day- and help you plan it! I want to perfectly capture the insane
location that you choose to adventure out to. My style and goal is to create a gallery that
will truly tell a story and allow you to re-live your elopement day through it. To create
stunning canvas-worthy images to display in your home. I'm here to tell your story
through these photos.

ELOPEMENT COLLECTIONS
ELOPEMENT
PLANNING +
PHOTOGRAPHY

ELOPEMENT
PHOTOGRAPHY

-Styling & planning by me
-Photo coverage by me
-Florals
-Officiant
-Wardrobe styling & dresses to wear
-Location guide
-Vow books
-digital gallery of images
LOCAL | $8,900
DESTINATION | starting at $11,900

TRAVEL.

LOCAL | $2,500
-up to 3 hours coverage
-Digital gallery of images
additional coverage $350/hr

DESTINATION | Starting at $5,900
-Travel included
-coverage up to 10 hours
-Digital gallery of images

Local is considered anything within 1 hour of Sarasota, FL. Additional travel fees apply
to other cities in FL. Destination is considered anything outside the state of FL. Starting
prices are for locations within the U.S. Please contact me for a custom quote for
destinations outside the U.S.

"

After extensive searching all over, I
knew I needed this girl to photograph
my wedding. Even though she is on
the opposite side of the country, she
flew out and made our dreams come
true! Our wedding photos look like
they belong in a magazine they are
absolutely stunning and I cannot say
enough good things about Britt &
Bean Photography.

-Michelle and Max

Frequently asked
questions

WHAT ALL IS INCLUDED IN THE
PLANNING PACKAGE AND HOW DOES
THAT WORK?
The planning package is for elopements only. After booking, you will
receive a detailed questionnaire. We will go over colors, flowers, and
you'll link a Pinterest board full of things you love! I will create a "mood
board" for inspiration based on what you tell me. You will also talk with
the officiant to customize your ceremony. You can wear your own dress or
wear one of the dresses I have in my client closet. We do an epic
ceremony setup (floral arbor, etc) and bouquet, and focus on the florals,
location, and the couple. This package is not for any weddings that have
a reception or large guest count as we don't provide seating or tables,
etc.

WHAT IS CONSIDERED AN
ELOPEMENT? CAN I BRING MY FAMILY
OR MY DOG?
You can absolutely bring your family AND your dog! An elopement is an
intimate wedding where the focus is on the couple and creating a
wedding you envision without the influence of anyone else. Typically an
elopement has less than 20 guests and feels more intimate +
adventurous. The focus is on the couple's photos and there is no
traditional wedding reception.

WHAT IS THE RETAINER FEE TO
BOOK?
The non-refundable retainer fee is 35% and is required to secure a date
on the calendar.

WILL ALL THE PHOTOS BE
EDITED?
You will receive all the best photos from your wedding day. The online
gallery of fully edited images will be delivered in high resolution digital
format. They will all be edited in the same style as all the photos you see
on my website and Instagram pages.

"

Having you as our
photographer and planner
was the best decision possible!
Thank you so much!

-Amanda and Keith

"I am speechless. Still currently
crying. Thank you for
everything!!"

"

Brittany was AMAZING! If you
are looking for a great
photographer who is fun and
adventurous and just awesome,
she's your gal!

I can't wait

to work with you!
-britt

